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Addition broken
Multiplication

In an orchard 1280 trees in length 990 yds and in breadth 620 yds I demand how many trees

\[ 47067 \]
\[ 8609 \]
\[ 441603 \]
\[ 294020 \]
\[ 23536 \]

I Answer 422897803

In an army consisting of 1593 in rank and 635 in file I demand how many men in all

\[ 6250 \]
\[ 4593 \]
\[ 19058 \]
\[ 75156 \]
\[ 23490 \]

I Answer 24165555

A cherry orchard hath 9904 trees and every cherry tree 604509 I demand how many there is in all

\[ 4594 \]
\[ 2410276 \]
\[ 5411250 \]
\[ 4213903 \]

I Answer 4770513376
The golden rule
The golden rule
The double rule of 3
Arithmetick. The Art of Computation.

By Number which brings many Consideration.

There who true Reckonings would from false discern,
Arithmetick let them compleatly Learne.

By this the Merchant and the man of trade,
By Ignorance or Skill are mard or made.

Yet in this Art There none that so acarte.
At all its Excellencies to Compute.

Arithmetickall Diffininitions.

Arithmetick in the art of Numbering well where, by all
Reckonings and Accounts in humane affairs are Exactly done.

Number is that by which any thing is Numbered.
Always Answereth to the question how many except.
The question be one or nothing for neither of these can
Properly be called Number and this is the Subject of
Arithmetick.
It is not that Riches hints Scarcely cause
Where all Flowers of The Earth Occasus
Might one Assume it and call it one
Even in its secret. Brothers of the same
Which is the Power of Death it eats it Down
But Leth ye Must in Lasting Honour Crown

Though women Works by some is Disrespected
All of some if well performed Rejected
Yet left such self Created strive to make
Before they do ye same to much Condemn
Or correct Faults in This our weaker Sex
And cry of women works it is The best
But left such Know the art is wise That will
Or such who can Excel in art or Skill
But such who Leth refuse The gelt they lack
Because Presented in a Purse that's black
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